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Abstract
We consider the problem of playing Minesweeper with a limited number of moves: Given a partially revealed board, a
number of available clicks k, and a target probability p, can
we win with probability p. We win if we do not click on a
mine, and, after our sequence of at most k clicks (which reveal information about the neighboring squares) can correctly
identify the placement of all mines. We make the assumption,
that, at all times, all placements of mines consistent with the
currently revealed squares are equiprobable.
Our main results are that the problem is PSPACE-complete,
and it remains PSPACE-complete when p is a constant, in
particular when p = 1. When k = 0 (i.e., we are not allowed
to click anywhere), the problem is PP-complete in general,
but co-NP-complete when p is a constant, and in particular
when p = 1.

Clicks
0
unbounded
input

Probability
1

constant

input

co-NP-c
∈ Δ2P
PSPACE-c

co-NP-c
PP-h∗
PSPACE-c

PP-c
PSPACE-c∗
PSPACE-c

• Can the player win for certain (with probability 1)?
• Can the player win with probability C, for some constant
C ∈ (0, 1)?
• Can the player win with probability p, where p is part of
the input?

Introduction
Minesweeper is a puzzle game where the player is initially
presented with a blank grid of squares. Some squares contain
a mine, while others do not. The player can click on a square
to reveal information about the grid. If the clicked square is
a mine, the player instantly loses. Otherwise, a number from
0 to 8 is revealed, indicating the number of immediately adjacent squares that contain a mine. The goal of the game is to
determine the location of all the mines without being blown
up.
Traditionally, the game ends once the player has revealed
every square that is not a mine. However we consider a slight
variant where the player instead can, at any time, state for
each square whether there is a mine there. The player wins
if they are right, otherwise they lose.
A natural question is: given a partially revealed board,
does the player have a strategy that wins with probability p?
This question has been studied by de Bondt (2012). We will
consider the variant which combines this question of winning probability with a restriction on the number of times
the player can click. We assume, at any time, that each placement of mines that is consistent with the partially revealed
board is equiprobable.
We consider three questions about winning probability
(de Bondt (2012) considers the latter two).

We consider four restrictions on the number of clicks the
player can make:
• The player may click 0 times.
• The player may click as many times as they want (N
times, where N is the number of squares).
• The player may click k times, where k is part of the input.
This leads to 9 combinations of problems. We mainly focus on the 6 variants where the number of clicks is 0 or part
of the input, and our results are summarized in Table 1.

Related work
Kaye (2000) established that the Minesweeper Consistency
problem is NP-complete. This is the problem to decide
whether, for a partially revealed board, there is a placement
of mines consistent with the board. This result is among
the most well-known NP-completeness results, and helped
popularize the famous P vs NP problem (Stewart 2000).
Fix and McPhail (2004) showed that Minesweeper Consistency remains NP-complete when each cell is surrounded
by at most 1 mine. Pedersen (2004) proved that checking
whether a partially revealed board has a unique solution is
DP-complete, as is checking whether a move is safe. In that
paper, a move is a click or a placement of a ﬂag indicating
that the cell contains a mine and the input is not guaranteed
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to be a consistent Minesweeper board. He also showed that
computing the number of consistent placements of mines
is #P-complete. Heinrich (2006a) extended Minesweeper to
graphs. The complexity of the problem for restrictions of
these graphs has been studied in several papers (Golan 2011;
Heinrich 2006a; 2006b). de Bondt (2012) showed that the
Minesweeper Consistency problem is also NP-complete for
hexagonal and triangular grids, as well as for square boards
where only a single cell is initially uncovered. Further, de
Bondt (2012) analysed the complexity of actually playing
Minesweeper, assuming, at every step that all remaining
consistent conﬁgurations of mines are equiprobable. For
winning with constant probability, he established that Minesweeper is PP-hard, and for winning with a probability given
in the input, the problem is PSPACE-complete. Here, an unbounded number of clicks is allowed.
Computational techniques to compute the probability that
a cell has a mine or to compute the next best move include
constraint programming (Bayer, Snyder, and Choueiry 2006;
Becerra 2015; Collet 2005; Studholme 2000), Bayesian networks (Vomlelova and Vomlel 2009), and reinforcement
learning (Nakov and Wei 2003). Kadlac (2003) gave an algorithm enumerating all consistent placements of mines on
2
an n × n board in time O∗ (2n ). She also showed that the
Minesweeper Consistency problem is polynomial-time solvable for 1 × n grids, and Hu and Lin (2007) extended this
result to 2 × n grids.

comes revealed. If it shows a mine, the player loses. We say
a board is partially revealed, if it contains revealed and hidden squares. If a partially revealed board is given as problem
input, we assume that none of the revealed squares shows a
mine. A solution candidate to a Minesweeper board is the location of all mines, that is mapping from hidden squares to
true or false. The player wins by identifying the location of
all mines, that is giving a solution candidate that matches the
real location of mines. The (x, y)-MS decision problem gets
as input a partially revealed board and the question is if the
player can identify the location of all mines with probability
at least y, using no more than x clicks. The probability factor
comes into play when guessing a solution candidate as well
as clicking on hidden squares. For example, (N, 1)-MS asks
the player to win for certain, making as many clicks as they
would like. (input, 1)-MS (a slight abuse of notation) asks
the player to win for certain, given some number of clicks
part of the input.

(0, C)-MS
(0, C)-MS
Input: A partially played Minesweeper grid.
Output: Is it possible to determine the location of all the
mines with probability C, with no clicks?
Since the player can make no clicks, the best they can do
is to report an arbitrary assignment of mines to the hidden
cells that is consistent with the partially observed grid. This
gives the player a 1/s chance of winning, where s is the
number of different consistent assignments of mines to the
grid. So, the problem is equivalent to answering: are there
at most s = 1/C different consistent assignments? This
problem is in co-NP, since a NO-instance can be veriﬁed
by giving s + 1 consistent assignments. To show co-NPhardness, consider the following related problem:

Preliminaries
Propositional Logic. We consider propositional logic
over some ﬁxed universe U of propositional atoms and standard connectives ∨, ∧, and ¬. A literal is an atom x or a
negated atom ¬x. A clause is a disjunction of literals. A formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is conjunction of
clauses. An interpretation or assignment is a set I ⊆ U containing all variables set to true. If an interpretation I satisﬁes
a formula φ, we call I a model of φ. The formula φ is called
satisﬁable if there exists a model of φ. The NP-complete
problem SAT takes as input a formula φ in CNF and asks
whether φ is satisﬁable. A quantiﬁed boolean formula (QBF)
is an expression of the form ∃x1 ∀x2 ∃x3 . . . Qn xn φ, where
Qn is ∃ if n is odd and ∀ otherwise and φ is a propositional
formula over atoms {x1 , . . . , xn }. The PSPACE-complete
QBF problem takes as input a QBF formula ψ and asks
whether ψ is true.

F EWER - THAN -k- S SAT
Input: A satisﬁable formula φ.
Output: Does φ have fewer than k satisfying assignments?
Lemma 1. F EWER - THAN -k- S SAT is co-NP-hard, for any
k with k ≥ 2.
We note that F EWER - THAN -1- S SAT is trivial since the
input formula is satisﬁable by assumption.
Theorem 2. (0, C)-MS and (0, 1)-MS are co-NPcomplete.

Minesweeper. A Minesweeper board consists of an m × n
grid of squares. The neighbourhood of a square p contains
all squares of Chebyshev distance 1, that is all squares that
are at most 1 row and at most 1 column away from p. If p is
not located at the boarder of the grid, its neighbourhood has
cardinality 8. Each square either contains a mine or it does
not. Additionally, each square can be in one of two states,
either revealed or hidden (blank). A revealed square containing a mine displays this information. A revealed square that
does not contain a mine shows a number from 0 to 8. This
number corresponds to how many of its neighbours contain
a mine. When the player clicks on a hidden square, it be-

Proof. We have argued co-NP-membership above. To show
hardness, we reduce F EWER - THAN -k- S SAT to (0, C)-MS.
Kaye (2000) shows how to embed a SAT formula onto a
Minesweeper grid as a Boolean circuit, such that each valid
placement of mines corresponds uniquely to a satisfying assignment. We can use the same construction here to embed
an instance of F EWER - THAN -k- S SAT onto the grid (we require that the formula have at least one satisfying assignment to make a valid Minesweeper game, which F EWER 1
THAN -k- S SAT promises). (0, k−1
)-MS is a YES-instance
if and only if there are fewer than k satisfying assignments.
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(input, 1)-MS
Input: A partially played Minesweeper grid and an integer k.
Output: Is it possible to determine the location of all
mines with probability 1 in k clicks?

This shows that (0, C)-MS is co-NP-hard, and thus co-NPcomplete for any C of the form 1/k, k ∈ Z+ . In particular, this also holds for k = 1. Hence, (0, 1)-MS is co-NPcomplete as well.
With no clicks, the probability of winning is always of the
form 1/k, k ∈ Z+ , since given no clicks, the game amounts
to guessing one of the possible assignments of mines that
satisfy the revealed numbers. So it is not necessary to consider other values of C.

We defer membership in PSPACE to Theorem 8 where we
show PSPACE-membership of the more general problem
(input, input)-MS. For hardness, we ﬁrst consider a variant played on digraphs and show that it is PSPACE-hard via
a reduction from QBF. Then we give a reduction from the
digraphs variant to the Minesweeper grid of (input, 1)-MS.

(0, input)-MS
(0, input)-MS
Input: A partially played Minesweeper grid and probability C.
Output: Is it possible to determine the location of all the
mines with probability C, with no clicks?

PSPACE-hardness

To show that this problem is PP-complete, consider the following problem:
THRESHOLD - S SAT

Input: A satisﬁable formula φ and an integer k.
Output: Does φ have at least k satisfying assignments?
Lemma 3.

THRESHOLD - S SAT

of (input, 1)-MS on a digraph

To show PSPACE-hardness, we ﬁrst consider a variant of
Minesweeper generalised to digraphs, and then reduce from
this. In this generalization, the board consists of vertices representing squares that can again contain mines and might be
hidden or revealed. The neighbourhood of a vertex is deﬁned via directed edges. When clicking on a hidden vertex
that does not contain a mine, the vertex displays a number
corresponding to the number of outgoing edges that point to
vertices that contain a mine.
M INESWEEPER ON A D IRECTED G RAPH (MSDG)
Input: A partially revealed directed graph Minesweeper representation and an integer k.
Output: Is it possible to determine the location of all
mines with probability 1 in k clicks?

is PP-complete.

Theorem 4. (0, input)-MS is PP-complete.
Proof. An instance of THRESHOLD - S SAT can be embedded
onto a Minesweeper grid as a Boolean circuit using the technique of Kaye (2000). (0, input)-MS is a NO instance with
1
if and only if the
this grid and winning probability C = k−1
formula has k satisfying assignments. Since PP is closed under complement, this shows that (0, input)-MS is PP-hard.
To show that it is in PP (and so PP-complete), we reduce
the other way. Let each non-revealed square in the grid be
a variable, where an assignment of true indicates that the
square contains a mine (false indicates it does not). The formula is satisﬁed only if the placement of mines represented
by the variables ﬁts all the revealed numbers. W.l.o.g. let
a revealed square contain the number i and let v1 , . . . , vm
be the variables representing the neighbours of this revealed
square. We need a subformula that expresses that exactly i
of the variables v1 , . . . , vm are set to true. Such cardinality
constraints can be encoded in polynomial size using for example the methods of Sinz (2005). The number s of possible
satisfying assignments of the resulting formula is equal to
the number of mine placements that satisfy the partial grid.
Furthermore, the probability of winning without clicks is 1s .
Hence, let k ∈ Z+ be the smallest integer such that C ≤ k1 .
We can win with probability ≥ C if and only if the formula
has fewer than k + 1 satisfying assignments, that is the formula together with k + 1 is a NO instance of THRESHOLD S SAT.

To show that this problem is PSPACE-hard we will reduce
from QBF.
Dual Rail Logic We now construct an alternative variant
of wires and logic gate gadgets, which we use to represent
the QBF formula. Firstly the wire consists of two paths of
vertices connected as in Fig. 1a. It is clear that in each path,
either every second unknown vertex is a mine, or every other
one is. If one knows whether or not a particular vertex in one
of the paths contains a mine, then one can infer the state of
all the vertices in that path. Denote one of the paths in the
wire as the True path and denote the other the False path.
• If the player knows about the state of the vertices in the
True path, then the wire transmits true.
• Likewise if the player knows about the state of the vertices
in the False path, then the wire transmits false.
• If the player knows the state of neither path, then the wire
does not transmit any value.
• We will ensure in our construction that no winning strategy can know the state of both paths at the same time.

(input, 1)-MS

Constructing a NOT gate and a wire splitter is fairly
straightforward (Fig. 1b and 1c).
Lastly, we need to construct an AND gate (combining it
with the NOT gate) before we can represent every formula.
To do this, we need another gadget.

In this section, we prove that playing Minesweeper with
winning probability 1 and a limited number of clicks given
as input is intractable. More precisely, we show that the following decision problem is PSPACE-complete.

Force-click gadget We would like to restrict where the
player can click to make the player follow our construction
as planned. So we create a gadget that forces the player to
click at least once in a subset S of vertices.
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Figure 3: XOR gate if we take “having a mine” to indicate
true: x is a mine only when either of t1 and t2 is a mine but
not both.

(b) Dual Rail NOT gate.
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(c) Dual Rail Wire Splitter.

Figure 4: AND gate gadget. The XOR node is the one described in Fig. 3, with x1 and x2 being the inputs and y being
the output.

Figure 1: Dual Rail logic.
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reveals a number that is at most 1, then v contains a mine,
otherwise u and w contains mines. We will set k to be exactly the number of force-click sets to make sure that the
player must guess exactly one from each set.

1
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Dual Rail AND gate We do this by ﬁrst constructing a
as in Fig. 3. Now, we can construct an AND
XOR gadget
gate. Let the true path for the ﬁrst (second) input to the AND
gate be named T1 (T2 ) and the false path F1 (F2 ). Denote
the output wire’s true (false) path to be Tout (Fout ). Figure 4
shows how to construct an AND gate. The player is forced to
click exactly one vertex in each purple box by the force-click
gadget.
The state of Tout can only (safely) be determined if the
player knows the state of T1 and T2 . The XOR gadget from
Fig. 3 ensures that the state of Tout can only be determined
if the player knows both the state of T1 and T2 .
The state of Fout can be determined if either F1 or F2 are
known. If F1 (F2 ) is known, the player can infer which of f1
(f2 ) and f1 (f2 ) does not contain a mine and can click it to
determine the state of Fout .
It is not possible to ﬁgure out the state of both Tout and
Fout without guessing.

Figure 2: In order to win with certainty, the player must click
one of the highlighted vertices (representing the set S).

The construction in Fig. 2 goes as follows: create three
vertices u, v, and w. The pair u, v as well as the pair v, w is
pointed at by a vertex with value 1. So either u and w both
contain a mine or v does. For each vertex in S, create an
edge from it that points to u and one that points to w.
The player cannot click u, v, or w directly, since either of
them could contain a mine. So any strategy that wins all the
time must click one of the vertices in S.
S may have edges to other vertices, so we must be careful
to make sure that this construction does not interfere with the
information the player would normally gain from clicking
vertices in S. We will ensure that in our constructions, every vertex that is unknown has outdegree at most 1, with the
exception of vertices belonging to a force-click set, which
have outdegree 3. Since the status of u and w coincides, information revealed by vertices in S allows us to pinpoint the
locations of the mines at u, v, and w. If the vertex from S

Existential & Universal Qualiﬁers Now we need to construct gadgets for universal and existential choices. We can
assume without loss of generality that the quantiﬁers are alternating and start with an existential one. Fig. 5b shows how
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player must select them in order. Each variable also splits
off into a circuit that represents the formula, made of the
constructions previously described. If the circuit is satisﬁed,
then the player can infer the state of the true path in the ﬁnal output wire, TFINAL . We would like this to lead into a
winning gadget.
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(a) Winning gadget.
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Winning Gadget For every vertex gi that is initially unknown in our construction so far (excluding the vertices in
the force-click gadget) create a pair of vertices ai and bi ,
both of which point to it. The ai and bi are connected to
each other as shown in Fig. 5a. This construction ensures
that either all of the ai are mines (and the bi are not) or all
the bi are mines (and the ai are not). Knowing the state of
path TFINAL will allow the player to determine which is the
case, allowing them to use this gadget (clicking each of the
ai or bi ) to ﬁnd out the state of all the remaining unknown
vertices. If the player does not know the state of TFINAL
(i.e., they have not satisﬁed the circuit), then they cannot determine which vertices have mines. The player cannot win
without access to this gadget since they must at some point
determine the state of the ai and bi vertices.

T ∃0

−−→
F∃

0
−−→

(b) First existential quantiﬁer. Clicking on
xt (xf ) corresponds to existentially setting
the ﬁrst variable to true (false).
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Lemma 5. MSDG is PSPACE-hard.

(c) Revealing universal choices.

T∀i−1 ↓
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1
F∀i−1 ↑

t
t
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1
1
1

xT
yT
xF
yF

Proof. The construction above reduces an instance of QBF
in polynomial time to an instance of MSDG. The player
has a 100% winning strategy if and only if the QBF can be
satisﬁed, showing PSPACE-hardness.

T ∃i

t

−−→
1 t . . .

S2
f

1

f

Converting back to the grid
...

Kaye (2000) showed how to encode an instance of SAT into
a Minesweeper grid. For our conversion, we will use Kaye’s
wire and wire splitter gadget. The core part of a wire for variable x is a sequence of unknown cells labelled alternately x
and x . These have the property that either all x or all x
cells contain a mine. Each unknown vertex y in the original
graph will be represented as a wire on the grid. If the wire
transmits true (i.e., when each y cell contains a mine), then
the corresponding vertex has a mine in it. If the wire transmits false (each y  contains a mine), then the corresponding
vertex does not have a mine. Each vertex in our gadgets for
MSDG that contain a number have outdegree at most 3. So
the construction in Fig. 6 can be used to enforce that the right
number of adjacent vertices contain mines.
Lastly, the gadget in Fig. 7 can be used to mimic clicking
in the original graph. The bold x is the only cells that will
give information when clicked1 , so this gadget can only be
used if x does not contain a mine, i.e., when the vertex represented by the wire x does not contain a mine. The depicted
gadget represents the case of a click in our force-click gadget in Fig. 2. The wires u and w wires correspond to the two
neighbours of x that either both have a mine or none of them
(the translation of this constraint is not depicted in Fig. 7).
The y wire corresponds to the other neighbour of x (outside
of the force-click gadget). Hence, all three different numbers

F∃i

−−→

(d) Existentials after the ﬁrst one.

Figure 5: Construction for the winning gadget and for the
quantiﬁer gadgets.

to construct the ﬁrst existential quantiﬁer. Since the player
can click only one of xt and xf , they can reveal the state
of only one of the paths T∃0 and F∃0 . Hence, this choice
corresponds to setting the truth value of the ﬁrst variable.
Once the player has chosen the value of existential variable ∃i−1 , the construction in Fig. 5c can be used to reveal
the universal variable ∀i . The player clicks the vertex in the
set S1 which they know to be safe (which is only the case after selecting ∃i−1 ). This reveals which vertex is safe in S2 . If
it is ct (cf ), the player can reveal the state of path T∀i (F∀i ).
The gadget for existential choices (∃i ) after the ﬁrst one
(i > 0), is shown in Fig. 5d. In this gadget, either both the
vertices labelled xT and xF contain mines (and yT , yF do
not), or the vertices labelled yT and yF contain mines (and
xT , xF do not). The player can click the vertex of S1 that
they know to be safe (after revealing the previous universal),
which reveals the placement of mines in S2 . If the player
wishes to set ∃i to true (false), then they should click xT or
yT (xF or yF ), whichever is safe.
Each quantiﬁed variable feeds into the next so that the

1
We could click any other individual cell to tell if there is a mine
in them or not, but if there is, we automatically lose. So it is just as
good to assume that it is not a mine and not click. de Bondt (2012)
presents this reasoning.
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Theorem 7. (input, C)-MS and (input, input)-MS are
PSPACE-hard.

..
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1

v2

xn

(input, C)-MS
Input: A partially revealed Minesweeper grid and an
integer k.
Output: Is it possible to determine the location of all
mines with probability C = p/q in k clicks?

Figure 6: Circles represent revealed mines. Exactly E − 4 of
the vertices represented by wires a, b, c and d can contain
mines. If there are fewer than 4 wires, the gadget can be
slightly altered by revealing the areas of unused wires.

1

v1

...

Figure 8: Chance gadget, that can be won with probability
m+1
n , given m clicks.

1

1

xm xm+1

x2

···

2

1

...

x1

Proof. We will show that (input, C)-MS is PSPACE-hard.
Since (input, C)-MS is a special case of (input, input)MS, it will follow that (input, input)-MS is also PSPACEhard. We will make use of the instance shown in Fig. 8 that
can be won with probability m+1
n given m clicks. Only the
vertices vi are safe and give additional information when
clicked, so it is optimal to spend all m clicks on these vertices. If the single mine that is hidden among x1 , . . . , xn is
revealed to be among the ﬁrst m of these vertices the player
can correctly solve this gadget with probability 1. Otherwise, she needs to guess the position among the n − m remaining vertices. The probability
oflosing, over all possi
n−m−1
n−m−1
.
ble distributions of mines is 1 − m
n · n−m =
n
m+1
Hence, the probability of wining is n .
So, by setting m + 1 = p and n = q, we have an instance
that can be won p/q of the time. We will use the same technique as for (input, 1)-MS to transform our gadget to the
Minesweeper grid. The only problem is, that the gadget for
converting numbered vertices (Fig. 6) is limited to outdegree
of up to 4. But our chance gadget contains the vertex labeled
1 with outdegree n. We can use the construction in Fig. 9
to iteratively split a numbered 1 vertex with high outdegree
in multiple ones having outdegree 4. We introduce new hidden vertices y1 , . . . , y n3  and y1 , . . . , y n  and make sure
3
that the primed versions correspond to the negation of the
non-primed ones. We can use these new vertices to split the
outdegree as shown in Fig. 9.
Now we can transform a QBF instance into an instance
of (input, C)-MS. We create an instance that is an isolated
combination of our chance gadget from Fig. 8 and our QBF
gadget used for showing Theorem 6. The player must win
with probability p/q, making up to m + k clicks, where k is
the number of force-click gadgets in the QBF gadget.
If the player uses exactly m clicks in the chance gadget
and k clicks in the QBF gadget, then the player can win with
probability p/q if and only if the QBF can be satisﬁed (since
knowing how to satisfy the QBF allows the QBF gadget to

1
1

···

1

2
1

..
.

Figure 7: Clicking any of the non-bold squares in this construction is either unsafe or reveals no information.
that the bold x can reveal allow us to identify the position of
the mines among squares labeld u, y, and w.
Every hidden vertex in our construction has either outdegree 3 and is part of a force-click gadget, or it has outdegree
1. In the latter case we can simplify the gadget in Fig. 7 by
ommiting the u and w wires and adjusting the revealed numbers accordingly.
Theorem 6. (input, 1)-MS is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. The construction above is a polynomial time reduction from MSDG to (input, 1)-MS. Hence, (input, 1)-MS
is PSPACE-hard.

(input, C)-MS and (input, input)-MS
We will show that determining if there is a strategy that wins
C = p/q of the time, for constant p/q is also PSPACEcomplete.
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Figure 11: Chance gadget, if the player is to win for certain,
they must spend one click on u (which is certainly safe) to
tell if v contains a mine.

3

Figure 9: Iteratively split a numbered 1 vertex with high outdegree into multiple ones having outdegree 4.

on the winning probability. de Bondt (2012) already considered the case when the number of clicks is unbounded
and p is a constant or part of the input. This leaves the
question when k = ∞ and p = 1. To solve such an instance, one can keep making safe clicks until there is no
more safe click. If, after that, the only consistent assignment
of mines to cells is the one where all hidden cells have a
mine, we have a yes-instance, otherwise we have a no instance. The problem of checking whether a click is safe is
in co-NP, since a no-certiﬁcate is a consistent assignment of
mines that places a mine where we’d like to click. Checking
whether the only consistent assignment of mines to cells is
the one where all hidden cells have a mine is in co-NP as
well since a no-certiﬁcate is a different consistent placement
of mines. Therefore, the (unbounded, 1)-MS problem is in
PNP = Δ2P .
For a constant number of clicks and p = 1, the problem
turns out to be co-NP-complete.

u
x

from Fig. 2 becomes:
w

x

x1

x2

1

1

x1

x2

...

xm

u

1
...

xm

w

m groups

Figure 10: Clicking v reveals which of v1 and v1 is safe to
click, which in turn reveals which of v2 and v2 is safe and so
on, eventually revealing u.

Lemma 9. (K, 1)-MS is co-NP-complete.
Proof sketch. For hardness, we reduce from the co-NPcomplete (0, 1)-MS problem. We simply add K isolated
copies of Fig. 11. The player must spend all K of their clicks
(one for each of the K copies) here, leaving 0 clicks to solve
the original (0, 1)-MS instance.
For memberships, consider the game tree for Minesweeper. It has depth at most K since the player can make at most
K clicks. The branching factor is O(N ), since there are at
most N places the player can click. For each click, there are
10 possible results: either the player hits a mine and loses or
a number from 0 to 8 is revealed. Since K is a constant, the
game tree is polynomial in size, O(N K ).
For each leaf, we can certify to a polynomial veriﬁer that
it has non-zero probability of losing by giving two consistent assignments of mines, and since there are a polynomial
number of leaves, all the certiﬁcates for the losing leaves can
be encoded in a polynomial length string.
A veriﬁer that runs in polynomial time can also run minimax on the game tree since it is polynomial in size. Thus
there is a polynomial veriﬁer that can verify a no instance
with a polynomial length certiﬁcate.

be won with probability 1, for a total probability of p/q with
the chance gadget included).
However, the player is not obliged to use m clicks in the
chance gadget and k in the QBF gadget. It cannot help to
use more than m clicks in the chance gadget (since there
are only m useful places to click), but it might happen that
the player can solve the chance gadget with a single click,
for example if clicking on v1 reveals that x1 contains the
mine. To prevent that the saved m − 1 clicks can be used to
inﬂuence the outcome, we modify the QBF gadget by modifying every vertex x in a force-click set (Fig. 2) as shown in
Fig. 10. This delay gadget now requires the player to click
m + 1 times to actually reveal the information one would
get from clicking x before the modiﬁcation. The player is
accordingly given k(m + 1) clicks in the QBF gadget. Now
the player cannot save enough clicks from the chance gadget
to actually help in the QBF gadget.
So this shows that the only way to win with probability C
is to satisfy the QBF.
Theorem 8. (input, input)-MS is in PSPACE.

Discussion and Future Work

For a constant number of clicks, we leave the complexity
of (K, C)-MS and (K, input)-MS open.

We have considered the complexity of Minesweeper when
all consistent placements of mines are, at any time,
equiprobable, we are given an upper bound k on the number of clicks we can make, and we have a lower bound p
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